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Questions Submitted to the NAIC to Help Facilitate Their 8 Month and 
Counting Review of Two Deceptive Life Insurance Advertisements 

By: R. Brian Fechtel, CFA & Agent, Breadwinners’ Insurance, May 2012 
 
 In September 2011 when I wrote articles identifying deceptive life insurance advertisements and 
marketing practices by New York Life and Northwestern (Articles are in the archives and brief Executive 
Summaries document my charges.), I sent copies to the 2011 NAIC’s President Susan Voss and the 
NAIC’s Executive Director, Eric Nordman. My accompanying email began, “New York 
Life and Northwestern have recently run blatantly deceptive advertisements for their life insurance 
products. Ads that are so deceptive, it is shocking.” I mentioned that these ads were run in leading 
nationally distributed publications (i.e., The Wall Street Journal, Kiplingers’ Personal Finance, 
Newsweek). I continued, stating the obvious fact (but one seemingly necessary to motivate life 
insurance regulators who for decades have had a proclivity to avoid any effective marketplace 
surveillance or enforcement actions by offering any excuse imaginable, regardless of how inconceivable 
and unrealistic their excuse might be) - that life insurance agents routinely use and cite their insurers’ 
advertising in their individual sales presentations - to convey my concern that these advertisements and 
practices should concern all of the 50 states’ insurance commissioners.   
 
 On October 6th, the 2011 NAIC President Susan Voss replied, “I'm having staff [her staff in Iowa 
where she’s the Commissioner] review the complaint as well [I had, in response to one of her prior 
emailed questions, informed her that New York’s and Wisconsin’s insurance departments had also 
received copies of my articles.] I'll coordinate with NAIC and let you know what we find.”  
 
 In mid-January, having not heard from the NAIC, I followed-up with NAIC executive, Mr. 
Nordman, writing, “It was good to speak with you earlier this morning, Eric. I appreciate your pledge to 
bring th[ese] matter[s]… to the appropriate individuals within the NAIC so that all state regulators with 
responsibility for market regulation and enforcement can evaluate such [access this matter] and render 
their individual and/or collective opinions, and….[essentially take appropriate action].”   
 
 Now almost another four months later, and still without any word from the NAIC, I sent Mr. 
Nordman, the new 2012 NAIC President Kevin McCarty, and the NAIC’s CEO Professor Teresa Vaughan a 
letter [see Letter to NAIC in May 2012] with the following list of questions to facilitate their and their 
investigators’ thinking these matters. I mentioned that nearly every state has an insurance law or 
regulation similar to New York State’s Insurance Regulation 219.4 which reads: “Advertisements shall be 
truthful and not misleading in fact or in implication. The format and content of an advertisement of a life 
insurance policy or annuity contract shall be sufficiently complete and clear so that it is neither 
misleading nor deceptive, nor has the capacity or tendency to mislead or deceive. [emphasis added]” 
The test is whether or not the advertisement’s impact upon an ordinary consumer, one without any 
specialized insurance knowledge, is misleading, deceptive, or has the capacity or tendency to mislead or 
deceive. I also mentioned that these advertisements with their material inaccuracies cannot be excused 
as puffery – permissible boastful advertising such as my barber’s promise: “We Can Make You [me, little 
old me] Look Like the Sexiest Man Alive.” No, they can’t; and yet because their claim is recognizable on 
its face as being unrealistic, it is therefore legally permitted as puffery.  
 
Summary of and Questions Regarding New York Life’s Deceptive Advertising and Marketing 
 
 New York Life’s ad shows that $15,000 paid into (invested in) a “New York Life $50,000 Whole 
Life Policy” has provided a 3.83% average annual return over the last 10 years and compares that with if 
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the same $15,000 had been paid/invested in the S&P 500 Index, which provided an average annual 
return of -0.43% over the same duration. The ad describes the advertised policy as “New York Life’s 
$50,000 Whole Life Policy” on “a 35-year-old non-smoking male with a $648 annual premium plus 
$14,352 lump sum payment for paid-up additional insurance.” 
 
Note to All Readers: No great knowledge of the specific facts of these problematic ad or insurance law is 
necessary to understand these questions and to infer the correct answers. In fact, in drafting these 
questions strict adherence was paid to the customary litigation practice of knowing the answer to any 
question before posing it and knowing that the answer sought can do nothing except substantiate one’s 
case or position. For instance, in response to question #1a, the answer is “No,” that is, the ad’s explicit 
statement that the cash value begins accumulating at the end of the first year is incorrect. Keeping this 
perspective in mind enables readers to truly understand these questions, possibly even really enjoying 
them as the facts proving the advertisements’ deceptiveness become clearer and more compelling with 
each and every readily inferred answer to each and every subsequent question.    
 

1) New York Life’s ad states, “Cash value of a whole life insurance policy begins accumulating at the 
end of the first policy year.” a) Is this statement true for the advertised policy? b) Is this state-
ment true for NY Life’s standard whole life policy, that is, for a New York Life standard/base 
policy that did not have an extra $14,352 lump sum payment in its first year? In particular, what 
was the guaranteed cash value of NY Life’s standard/base policy on a 35 year old non-smoking 
male at the end of the second year? c) How much cash value does New York Life guarantee to 
accumulate during the standard/base policy’s second year? Can a dividend that is by definition 
non-guaranteed be cited in an effort to defend NY Life’s false statement without violating insur-
ance laws that prohibit misrepresentations regarding the contingent nature of dividends? d) 
Given your answers to 1a and 1b, what do you think was the reason for NY Life to make the false 
statement quoted above regarding when cash value begins accumulating in a policy? e) Given 
that cash value in other company’s policies can begin accumulating immediately, is NY Life’s 
unqualified assertion, cash value……begins accumulating at the end of the first policy year,”, that 
is, NY Life does not in any way limited or restricted its assertion to NY Life’s policies so its asser-
tion could plausibly be read by an ordinary consumer as applying to any and whole life policies, 
does NY Life’s assertion mislead or have the capacity or tendency to mislead? Please explain.  
 

2) NY Life advertisement’s headline trumpets, “Guaranteed growth and a lifetime of protection. No 
ifs, and, or recessions.” The ad asks, “How many of your investments increase in value year after 
year even during an economic downturn? [and then immediately answers] The guaranteed cash 
value of whole life insurance from New York Life does….” It also defines, “ ‘Guaranteed growth’ 
[actual quotation marks in the advertisement] refers to the sum of the guaranteed cash value of 
both the base policy and the paid-up additional insurance minus the initial [and again, in the 
advertisement’s policy, its only premium] payment.  a) According to how New York Life defines 
“guaranteed growth,” that is, cash value minus total premium payment(s), please calculate and 
list the policy’s annual guaranteed growth for NY Life’s standard whole life policy (that is, a 
policy without the extra $14,352 first year lump sum and with only $648 annual premium 
payments), in each of first ten years? Page 10 of my article shows the contractual values of NY 
Life’s advertised policy reaching $5,039 at the end of the 10th year. b) Given that on NY Life’s 
standard whole life policy in which its $648 annual premium is paid to provide a guaranteed 
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cash value after 10 years of $5,039, please calculate the average annual return on this policy 
over its first 10 years. Also, in what year would NY Life’s standard whole life policy’s average 
annual return (ROR) become a positive return? And, just to confirm that we use the same 
textbooks regarding investments, has an investment product with a negative ROR provided 
growth to the investor? c) Given that New York Life introduced the comparison of its whole life 
policy with an investment, and that any investment that actually provides guaranteed annual 
growth does so whether or not the investor contributes any additional money during the year, 
please calculate what the growth in the value that the policyholder, the ad’s 35 year old male 
with a standard $648 annual premium policy, would receive if he surrendered his policy at the 
end of the 5th year – a year during which he made no additional investment, that is, paid no 
premium out of his pocket -  rather than after the 4th year? That is, how much more money 
would he receive at the end of the 5th year than at the end of the 4th? d) Is NY Life’s assertion 
that its whole life polices provide guaranteed annual growth true? Please explain your answer.  
 

3) NY Life does not mention that the policy that they show in the ad is a MEC (a Modified 
Endowment Contract – a policy that does not enjoy all of the tax privileges of a conventional life 
insurance policy). a) Does the advertisement’s omission of the fact that the policy is a MEC from 
the policy’s first day make the policy seem more or less attractive than if this fact had been 
disclosed? Please also explain whether this omission is or is not a material omission. b) NY Life 
does not mention that the mere size of the advertised policy’s initial and only premium payment 
($15,000 on a “$50,000 Whole Life Policy”), which instantly made the policy a MEC, also had an 
impact upon the policy’s 3.83% calculated rate of return; is this omission a material omission? c) 
Again, what is the guaranteed average annual rate of return on the New York Life policy if no 
extra paid-up additional insurance premiums had been paid? d) NY Life asserts, “Results may 
vary by age, class, and gender.” Does New York Life’s failure to mention that the “results,” vary 
most significantly based on size or composition of the policy’s premium on its calculated average 
annual return (ROR) have the capacity or tendency to mislead? Please explain.  
  

4) a) Do you think NY Life’s choice of the policy featured in their ad constitutes a representative 
policy or a cherry picked policy? b) What are the possible purposes for an advertiser to show a 
cherry picked product? And, do you think that an advertisement that features a cherry picked 
policy constitutes an advertisement that is in compliance with state insurance laws such as NY 
State Ins. Regulations 219.4? Please explain your answer. c) How appropriate is NY Life’s 
comparison of their cherry-picked policy’s performance with the S&P Index’s performance? 
What is the rationale for the SEC’s rules regarding comparisons of performance of a fixed 
income portfolio with an equity benchmark? Please explain whether NY Life’s comparison with 
an equity benchmark (when risk, return, liquidity, etc. are considered) has the potential to 
mislead consumers to believe that its portfolio is an acceptable alternative to an S&P Index fund 
over the long run. d) Recalling that the costs of a permanent life insurance policy are different 
from its premiums, just as the costs of mutual funds and home mortgages about which fund 
managers and lenders must inform individuals because these products’ costs are different from 
the total payments made to such annually, how appropriate is it to present a permanent life 
insurance policy as an investment and yet to fail to provide any information regarding its 
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investment characteristics or the actual costs of the insurance policy? Are such omissions 
material or immaterial, and could they be misleading or have the capacity or tendency to 
mislead?    
 

5) Special Bonus Question: NY Life ran this ad for two or three years (fact A). NY Life was a member 
of IMSA (the Insurance Marketplace Standards Association) that was created back in the mid 
1990s to provide a good housekeeping seal of approval to life insurers with acceptable practices 
(fact B). IMSA shut down in 2010, just months after receiving my letter charging IMSA with being 
a fraud (that is, IMSA never enforced its first principles, and it blatantly failed to appropriately 
audit its members who had used its seal of approval) (fact C). NY Life within a week of being 
challenged by NY State Department of Insurance’s Chief Life Actuary, Bill Carmello, agreed to 
not run the ad again and to have all future ads reviewed by its actuarial department (Fact D).  
Please address what each of these four facts (Facts A – D) indicates about the vigilance of state 
insurance regulators’ surveillance of the marketplace, the effectiveness of IMSA, NY Life’s own 
internal compliance, and the implications of all of these facts with respect to the marketing of 
life insurance. Given that the above mentioned and several other leading publications gladly ran 
the deceptive NY Life ads but have never subsequently informed their readers of the ad’s 
deceptiveness, please comment upon what such incidents suggest about the quality of 
American financial journalism on life insurance products and indicate whether you think the 
NAIC should do try to do anything at all about such.  

 
Summary of and Questions Regarding Northwestern’s Deceptive Advertising and Marketing 
 
 Northwestern proclaims, “the actual cash value return of its flagship permanent life insurance 
product was 25% greater than the nearest competitor,” and compares its “returns” with those of 
Guardian, Mass Mutual, MetLife, and New York Life. The company’s advertisement advises, “there is 
one important, easy-to-compare and unbiased number to know when it comes to permanent life 
insurance policy performance: the historic actual cash value return.” Northwestern says Blease 
Research, which it describes as “a company [that] publishes software that enables subscribers to 
conduct detailed comparisons of cash value life insurance policies based on data provided by more than 
50 of the nation’s leading life insurance companies,” provides the data and documentation of the ad’s 
claims. Please recall or see the Note to All Readers following the Summary of New York Life problematic 
advertisement before reading the questions below and allowing the inferred and undeniable facts 
substantiating the ad’s deceptiveness to unfold before your very own eyes.   
 

1) a) Does the Northwestern ad correctly represent the value that a MetLife policyholder received? 
b) When citing and comparing historical financial performance of a competitor’s policy, is it 
acceptable or unacceptable to omit significant material information regarding the full value a 
competitor’s policy has provided? c) Could Northwestern (a $100+ billion company, with 
hundreds of executives) really have been unaware that the number Northwestern used for 
MetLife was so obviously wrong?  

 
2) Northwestern asserts, “A higher IRR is, of course, more favorable.” Given, however, that the 

policies compared in the advertisement have very different premiums and that premium size 
has a directly correlated impact upon Northwestern’s calculated returns (that is, other things 
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being equal, a larger premium results in a larger return): a) Is it acceptable for Northwestern’s 
ad to fail to mention the significance or impact that its policy’s larger premium (more than 20% 
larger than three of the cited competitors’ premiums) has upon the return figures that 
Northwestern calculates? b) Is Northwestern’s assertion truthful, that is, is it accurate and 
correct in every case and circumstance or just in limited circumstances which the ad fails to 
specify? If Northwestern’s assertion is not completely truthful, or true in only limited 
circumstances, is this ad misleading or does it have the capacity to mislead? In other words, is 
the ad’s failure, its failure to explain the many possible cases where a higher IRR does not 
indicate a more favorable policy, a material or immaterial omission? Please explain. c) 
Northwestern also asserts that its calculated return number is the “one important, easy-to-
compare and unbiased number [highlighting added] when it comes to permanent life 
insurance…” Given the impact of premium size on the calculated number and the ad’s omission 
of this fact, is it acceptable for Northwestern to assert that the number is unbiased? As 
understood by an ordinary consumer, are the cash value rates of return that Northwestern cites 
“unbiased” numbers? Again, is this aspect of the ad not misleading or potentially misleading? 
Please explain your answers. d) Finally, an email from The Consumer Federation of America’s life 
insurance advisor, Jim Hunt, reads, “On Tue, Jul 19, 2011 at 11:21 
PM, <JamesHHunt@[redacted]> wrote: This [referring to Northwestern’s ad] could be 
misleading if prems/M not similar. [that is, if premiums per thousand dollars of coverage are not 
similar.]  What is NML's "flagship" product?  90 Life?” Is Jim’s statement correct or incorrect? 
Please note that Jim Hunt is a former insurance commissioner. Jim is also a life actuary and 
provided his email replied almost immediately after seeing Northwestern’s ad. Given the alacrity 
with which Jim could evaluate this ad’s deceptiveness, would the NAIC care to provide an 
explanation for the fact that it has not issued its opinion regarding these ads despite the passage 
of more than eight (8) months since I originally sought the NAIC’s opinion and action?   

   
3) Northwestern’s asserts, “there is one important, easy-to-compare and unbiased number when 

it comes to permanent life insurance policy performance: the historic actual cash value return 
[highlighting added].” Northwestern further explicitly asserts, “Over a 20-year period ending in 
2011, the actual cash value return of its flagship permanent life insurance product was 25% 
greater than the nearest major competitor.” While Question #2 dealt with one of the ad’s 
blatant inaccuracies and the undisclosed biased aspects of its recommended number, this 
question will focus upon the ad’s advocacy of one important number and a historical number at 
that.  a) Do you think that Northwestern’s description of the policy as its flagship permanent 
product is, as required by regulations, sufficiently complete and clear? Is an insurer’s flagship life 
insurance product unambiguous? Is it based on premium or face amount, or newly issued or 
total in-force? And can your answers reconciled with the uncertainty that Jim Hunt expressed 
above regarding what is Northwestern’s flagship product? Moreover does Northwestern’s 
failure to identify the product’s legal name cause possible misconceptions on the part of 
Northwestern policyholders who were sold other products? Please explain. b)  Are there no 
other important, easy-to-compare numbers when it comes to permanent life insurance? Does 
Blease Research provide any other numbers that could be considered useful policy 
measurements? What about, instead of rate of return on cash value, rate of return on death 
benefit (isn’t a policy’s death benefit ultimately or primarily the reason for purchasing the 
policy)? c) What other number has Northwestern, itself, cited for more than 30 years as the best 
measure for evaluating the historical performance of a permanent policy? Does Northwestern 
now have some information that shows that its new “20-year cash value return number” is 
better the other number it used for more than 30 years? d) Does Northwestern’s inconsistency 
with respect to the number it asserts is the one important number upon which consumers 

mailto:Jameshhunt@cs.com
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should rely indicate anything problematic, less than objective, and/or potentially misleading 
about its current recommendation? Please explain your answer. e) Also, if there actually are 
other numbers that could be important, is Northwestern’s assertion that there is “one 
important… number” misleading or capable of misleading? Please explain. f) Northwestern 
asserts that historical data, the “historic actual cash value return,” is the “one important 
number” that consumers need to know regarding the purchase of the advertised financial 
product, permanent cash value life insurance. Marketing literature on most financial products, 
however, explicitly cautions consumers against relying too heavily upon past performance, 
reminding them that past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. Why do you 
think the mutual fund industry, whenever past performance is presented, includes the warning 
that past performance is not a guarantee of future performance?  Given Northwestern’s 
unequivocal emphasis upon historical data, namely that it is the one important number, is 
Northwestern’s omission of this customary caveat acceptable or possibly problematic? Please 
state whether Northwestern’s unequivocal emphasized advice is appropriate or possibly 
inappropriate (misleading) and explain your answer? g) Given your answers above regarding 
what Northwestern calls its unbiased number, but which as noted in Question #2 is inherently 
biased by premium size, does Northwestern assertion that “its number” is 25% greater than its 
nearest competitor’s mislead or have the capacity or tendency to mislead? In light of the fact 
that differences in the magnitude of a competitive advantage can have a material impact (for 
example, while a 5 cent savings on a gallon of gas may or may not be material to some 
motorists, a proclaimed 20% savings on gas could well be a very significant advantage to nearly 
all motorists), please address the materiality of Northwestern’s 25% greater claim when 
explaining your answer regarding whether this aspect of Northwestern’s ad is misleading. 

  
4) Northwestern asserts, “Northwestern has the highest cash value return among major life 

insurance companies. – as compiled by Blease Research….[t]his company publishes software 
that enables subscribers to conduct detailed comparisons of cash value life insurance policies 
based on data provided by more than 50 of the nation’s leading life insurance companies. 
[emphasis added]” a) What impression does Northwestern create regarding the 
comprehensiveness of its data from its source, Blease Research? b) Does Blease Research 
(Northwestern’s source) actually have the ad’s historical policy performance data for even 10 or 
15 of the nation’s major or leading life insurers? c) When Northwestern further explicitly states, 
“Over a 20-year period ending in 2011, the actual cash value return of its flagship permanent life 
insurance product was 25% greater than the nearest major competitor,” could an ordinary 
consumer who read the ad think that Northwestern’s returns were more than 25% greater than 
Prudential, Hancock, AXA-Equitable, USAA, or Lincoln Financial’s policies? If so, does 
Northwestern’s ad have the capacity or tendency to be misleading? Specifically, does 
Northwestern or Blease Research have the relevant historical data for these five companies’ 
policies? d) Is it appropriate for an insurer or agent to imply that comparative data is more 
comprehensive than it actually is? If Northwestern had no data to substantiate the natural 
conclusions’ consumers could likely draw from its ad, is that acceptable or problematic? Please 
explain your answers, specifically commenting upon what such answers indicate regarding 
whether the Northwestern ad misleads or has a capacity or tendency to mislead. 

 
5) Northwestern markets or has marketed many permanent cash value policies (65 Life, 90 Life, 

Select 100, Extra-Ordinary Life (EOL), 65 EOL, EOT, 20 Pay Life, Adjustable CompLife, Estate 
CompLife, Variable CompLife, Variable Whole Life, Universal Life, etc.) Given that: 1) 
Northwestern emphasizes the importance of comparing policies by “the one important, easy-to-
compare and unbiased number, “the 20-year cash value returns,” and 2) that Northwestern’s 
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Code of Agent Conduct requires that its agents each year attest to “always act[ing] in the best 
interests of the client, taking no action to further a Representative’s self interest above the 
client’s best interest because such is unethical, against Company policy, and in many cases, 
illegal, and having avoided any situation with a potential for conflict of interests with clients,” 
and 3) that Northwestern agents often cite this Code of Conduct to built consumers’ trust and 
confidence in the agent’s recommendation, please answer the following questions. a) When 
Northwestern agents fail to show prospective consumers the company’s policy that provides the 
highest 20 year cash value returns have they possibly failed to follow Northwestern’s Code of 
Conduct? b) If Northwestern does not and has not enforced its Code of Agent Conduct, could an 
agent’s use of the Code of Conduct to built client trust mislead consumers or possibly mislead 
consumers? c) Given that the Northwestern policy that will provided the greatest 20-year cash 
value return typically pays an approximate 10-15% first year commission on its premium, and 
yet Northwestern’s Annual Financial statements show that first year commissions are 
approximately 60% of first year premiums, do you think that Northwestern agents have been 
following Northwestern’s Code of Conduct? d) Do you think that Northwestern agents have 
been following the company’s advertisement’s recommendation regarding the way for a 
consumer to obtain what Northwestern asserts is the “Best Value”? e) Do you think that 
consumers can shop effectively for life insurance without good disclosure of products? And, 
could you please evaluate the NAIC and its state affiliates’ actions to make sure that consumers 
have received good disclosure to life insurance consumers and to have eliminated deceptive 
advertising and sales practices? In your reply please indicate your thoughts about and any 
effective ameliorative actions taken pursuant to the following published statements of New York 
Life’s former Chairman, Sy Sternberg and Northwestern actuary John Keller. f) Given that this 
Northwestern ad was approved by the company’s marketing and compliance departments, 
would you please explain your thoughts about whether you think that the multiple problems 
with this advertisement indicate a need for Northwestern’s marketing and compliance programs 
to be inspected and overhauled by an independent outside authority? Finally, please be sure to 
consider and comment upon the explicit misrepresentations that Northwestern agents made to 
me when I posed as a consumer contained in my January 2011 letter NAIC President Voss. Do 
you think it is likely that I was the only individual to whom their agents made 
misrepresentations? And, in summary, please explicitly state what actions by the NAIC and its 
affiliates you think are warranted based on the information that I have provided regarding New 
York Life’s and Northwestern’s advertisements. Thank you.  

 
 “The life sale is a very difficult sale.  People have to talk about their mortality, about how much money 
they really need. It’s very complicated. If right in the middle of this discussion, you throw in ’And by the 
way, there’s a 55% commission [not counting bonuses, expense allowances, and compensation for other 
field management and renewals]‘ You won’t get the sale…..” Sy Sternberg, New York Life, former 
Chairman & CEO 
 
“I’ll respond briefly to the suggestion that we use focus groups to get the consumer point of view. We 
did consider that early on in our work and rejected it for a couple of reasons. One was the time 
constraints we were under and the cost of doing focus groups. But probably the most important reason 
is that if you get 15 people in a room who are recent purchasers of life insurance and then spend an 
hour or two dissecting the sales process and the use of their illustrations in that sales process, you’re 
likely to have 13 people coming out slightly or greatly disillusioned over what they just did. We found 
that our field force and our marketing department didn’t like that idea at all. So if somebody could think 
of a way to get to the consumer without causing real problems among recent buyers, who are our most 
fragile customers, we would like to hear it.”                  John Keller, Northwestern actuary.  


